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PERIODIC GAUSSIAN OSTERWALDER-SCHRADER
POSITIVE PROCESSES AND THE TWO-SIDED

MARKOV PROPERTY ON THE CIRCLE

ABEL KLEIN AND LAWRENCE J. LANDAU

Gaussian processes in a class of stochastic processes as-
sociated with quantum systems at nonzero temperature (the
periodic stochastic processes satisfying Osterwalder-Schra-
der (OS) positivity on the circle) are studied. A represen-
tation of the covariance function of a periodic Gaussian
OS-positive process is obtained which gives a complete des-
cription of all such processes. The two-sided Markov pro-
perty on the circle is studied and it is determined which
periodic Gaussian OS-positive processes satisfy the two-sided
Markov property on the circle. It is shown that every per-
iodic Gaussian OS-positive process is the restriction of a
periodic Gaussian two-sided Markov process. For nonper-
iodic Gaussian OS-positive processes it is shown that the
two-sided Markov property is equivalent to the Markov
property.

!• Introduction. Certain stochastic processes are associated
with quantum systems (e.g., Nelson [11, 12], Simon [14], Hoegh-
Krohn [3], Albeverio and Hoegh-Krohn [1], Klein [5, 6], Driessler,
Landau and Perez [2]). If the quantum system is at a nonzero
temperature T then the associated stochastic process is periodic
with period equal to the inverse temperature β = (&T)"1, where k
is Boltzmann's constant (Hoegh-Krohn [3], Albeverio and Hoegh-
Krohn [l], Driessler, Landau and Perez [2]).

The simplest example is the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process which
is associated with the quantum mechanical harmonic oscillator. The
Gaussian process X(t) indexed by the real line with mean zero and
covariance E(X(t)X(s)) = (2m)"1exp( — \t — s\m) with m > 0 (the usual
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process) is associated with the one-dimensional
harmonic oscillator with frequency m (i.e., with Hamiltonian H —
Ij2(—d2/dx2 + mV — m)) at zero temperature (e.g., Simon [14]). If
this harmonic oscillator is considered at a nonzero temperature T,
then the associated stochastic process is the periodic Gaussian pro-
cess Xβ(t) indexed by the real line with period β = (kT)-1 having
mean zero and covariance

E(Xβ(t)Xβ(s)) = (2m[l - exp(-m/3)])-1(exp(-|ί - s\m)

+ exp(-(/9 - |ί - s\)m))

for \t - s\ £ β (Hoegh-Krohn [3]). We will call Xβ(t) the periodic
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Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with period β.
An important generalization of this example associates a gener-

alized stochastic process, the free Euclidean field, with the free
scalar relativistic quantum field (Nelson [12], Simon [14]). The free
Euclidean field with mass m(m > 0) in d + 1 space-time dimensions
is the Gaussian linear stochastic process Φ(f, t) indexed by £fr(Rd) x R
(here Sζ(Rd) is the real vector space of real-valued infinitely dif-
ferentiable functions on Rd which together with its derivatives de-
creases faster than any polynomial at infinity) with mean zero and
covariance

E(Φ(f, t)Φ(g, 8)) = (/, [2V-A + m ^ e x p ί - l t - s\ V-A + m2)g)

where f,ge £<^(Rd), t, seR, A is the Laplacian operator in d-dimen-
sions, and ( , •) is the ZΛ-inner product. This process is associated
with the free scalar relativistic quantum field with mass m in d + 1
space-time dimensions at zero temperature. If the free relativistic
quantum field is considered at a nonzero temperature T, then the
stochastic process associated with it is the periodic Gaussian linear
stochastic process Φβ(f, t) indexed by Sζ(Rd) x R with period β =
(kT)"1 having mean zero and covariance

E(Φβ(f, t)Φβ(g, 8)) = (/, [2V-Δ + m\l - exp(-/3l/-z/ + m2))]"1

x[exp(-| ί ~ s\V-Δ + m2) + exp(~(/9 - \t - s\)V-A + m2)]g)

for /, geS"r(Rd), t, seR, \t - s\ ^ β (Hoegh-Krohn [3]).
More generally, generalized free Euclidean fields are associated

with generalized free scalar relativistic quantum fields. A gener-
alized free Euclidean field is the Gaussian linear stochastic process
Φ(f, t) indexed by S^r(Rd) x R with mean zero and covariance

E(Φ(f, t)Φ(g, 8)) = Γ^(m 2 )(/, [2τ/-A +
Jo

xexp(-|ί - 8\V—Δ + m2)g) ,

where p is a measure on [0, °o) such that I m~λdp{w?) < oo (and

S I Joo

In m^dpim2) < oo if d = 1). This is the stochastic process associ-
0

ated with the quantum system at zero temperature. At a nonzero
temperature T we get the periodic Gaussian linear stochastic pro-
cess Φβ(f,t) indexed by Si(Rd)xR with period β = (kT)-1 having
mean zero and covariance

E(Φβ(f, t)Φβ(g, s)) = \~dp(nι2)(f,
Jo

x (1 - exp(-/3i/-Λ + m*))]-ι[exp(-|ί - s\V-Δ + m2)

+ exp(-(/3 - \t - s\)V-Δ +
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for \t - s\ ^ β (at T > 0 we also needΓlnm-^m 2 ) < °o if d = 2,

Γ m-'dpim2) < oo if d = 1).
Jo

Other stochastic processes associated with quantum systems at
nonzero temperature (including non-Gaussian processes) are discussed
by Hoegh-Krohn [3], Albeverio and Hoegh-Krohn [1], and Driessler,
Landau and Perez [2].

These stochastic processes associated with quantum systems
have certain important properties in common. They are stationary,
symmetric, and satisfy Osterwalder-Schrader (OS)-positivity, which
was originally derived by Osterwalder and Schrader [13] from phy-
sical considerations in the context of quantum field theory. In the
nonzero temperature case OS-positivity must be properly interpreted
with respect to the circle of length β (the precise definitions are
given in §§ 2 and 3).

In the nonperiodic case (i.e., zero temperature) OS-positive pro-
cesses have been studied by Klein [4, 5, 6, 7, 8].

In this article we study in detail periodic (i.e., nonzero temper-
ature) Gaussian OS-positive processes. We obtain a representation
of the covariance function of such processes which enable us to
describe all periodic Gaussian OS-positive processes (Theorems 2.5,
3.3, and 3.8). In the simplest case, that of a periodic Gaussian
OS-positive process X(t) indexed by the real line with period β (§2),
we show that it has covariance function

E(X(t)X(s)) =

for \t — s\ ^ β, where v+ is a finite measure on [0, oo) (Theorem
2.5), i.e., the most general covariance function is a positive combi-
nation of covariance functions of periodic Ornstein-Uhlenbeck pro-
cesses. The general case of a periodic Gaussian OS-positive linear
process indexed by VxR, where V is a real vector space, is treat-
ed in § 3.

For periodic processes the usual Markov property does not make
sense, as the "future" winds back into the "past". The appro-
priate condition is the two-sided Markov property on the circle (see
§4). The periodic Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes and the periodic
free Euclidean fields are examples of processes satisfying the two-
sided Markov property on the circle (Corollaries 4.4 and 4.5). We
determine which periodic Gaussian OS-positive processes satisfy the
two-sided Markov property on the circle (Theorem 4.1). In parti-
cular we prove that the periodic Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes are
the only periodic Gaussian OS-positive processes indexed by the real
line satisfying the two-sided Markov property on the circle (Corol-
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lary 4.4), and similarly for the periodic free Euclidean fields in the
class of periodic generalized free Euclidean fields (Corollary 4.5).

For a periodic stationary symmetric stochastic process the two-
sided Markov property on the circle implies OS-positivity on the
circle. In particular restrictions (see § 4 for definitions) of periodic
two-sided Markov processes are periodic OS-positive processes. For
Gaussian processes we prove the converse, namely that every per-
iodic Gaussian OS-positive process is the restriction of a periodic
Gaussian two-sided Markov process and there exists a minimal such
two-sided Markov extension (Theorem 4.6).

Finally, we look at the two-sided Markov property for (non-
periodic) Gaussian OS-positive processes (§ 5). In general the usual
Markov property implies the two-sided Markov property, but the
converse is not true. For Gaussian OS-positive processes we prove
that the Markov property and the two-sided Markov property are
equivalent (Corollary 5.4).

Non-Gaussian periodic OS-positive processes will be studied in a
subsequent paper (Klein and Landau [9]).

2* Periodic Gaussian OS^positive processes indexed by the
real line* Let X(t) be a stochastic process indexed by the real line.
We will call X(t) a periodic stochastic process which period β(β > 0)
if X(t + β) = X(t) for all t e R. In this case X(t) can be considered
as a stochastic process indexed by the real numbers modulo β,
which are identified with the circle of length β (denoted by Sβ).

The stochastic process X{t) is said to be stationary if the pro-
cesses X(t) and X(t + s) are equivalent stochastic processes for all
seR; X(t) is said to be symmetric if the processes X(t) and X{—t)
are equivalent. For a periodic stochastic process with period β
considered as being indexed by the circle Sβ, stationarity and sym-
metry correspond to translation and reflection on Sβ, respectively.

A periodic stochastic process X(t) with period β is said to be
OS-positive on Sβ in case

EiFiXi-tJ, . , X(-tn))F(X(fiJ, , X(U)) ^ 0

whenever tlf * ftne [0, β/2] and F is a bounded measurable function

on Rn (for any n = 1, 2, •)-

Let us now consider a Gaussian process X(t) indexed by the
real line, periodic with period β, stationary, continuous in quad-
ratic mean, and OS-positive on Sβ. For brevity we will call such
a process a periodic Gaussian OS-positive process with period β.

A Gaussian process X(t) is determined by its covariance and
mean. Without loss of generality we assume its mean to be zero.
If the Gaussian process is stationary,
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rit) = E(X(0)X(t)) = E(X(s)X(s + t))

for all t, s e R is its covariance function.
We can characterize the covariance function of a periodic Gaus-

sian OS-positive process.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X(t) be a periodic Gaussian OS-positive
process with period β, and let r{t) be its covariance function. Then

( i ) r(t) is a real-valued continuous periodic function with
period β.

(ii) r(t) is a positive definite function.
(iii) r(t) is OS-positive on Sβ, i.e.,

j
tt + t3) ^ 0 for all clf , cneC, tu , tne [0, β/2] .

Conversely, if r(t) satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii) then it is the covari-
ance function of a periodic Gaussian OS-positive process with
period β.

Proof. Let r(t) be the covariance function of a periodic Gaus-
sianΌS-positive process with period β. Then (i), (ii) are immediate.
(iii) follows from the OS-positivity on Sβ as

Conversely, (i) and (ii) imply that r{t) is the covariance func-
tion of a Gaussian process X(t), stationary and continuous in quad-
ratic mean. The periodicity of the process follows from the perio-
dicity of the covariance function, as

E(X(t)X(t + β)) - r(β) = r(0) - E(X(t)2) - E(X(t)2)1/2E(X(t + βf)m

which implies that X(t) = X(t + β). OS-positivity on Sβ follows
from (iii) by the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 3.1
in Klein [8], with the obvious modifications. •

A function r(t) satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii) will be called a
periodic OS-positive covariance function with period β.

REMARK 2.2. Equivalently, a periodic OS-positive covariance
function with period β can be given as being a function r on Sβ

such that
( i ' ) r is real-valued and continuous on Sβ.
(ii') r is a positive definite function on Sβ.
(iii) r is OS-positive on Sβ.
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REMARK 2.3. Let r(t) be a periodic OS-positive covariance func-
tion with period β. Then (iii) implies that r(t) ^ 0 for all teR. It
also follows that r(t) is symmetric (i.e., r(t) — r(—t) for all teR)
as every real-valued positive definite function is symmetric. As a
consequence, periodic Gaussian OS-positive processes are symmetric.

A symmetric function r{t) satisfying (i) and (iii) of Proposition
2.1 will be called a periodic OS-positive symmetric function with
period β.

The following lemma will be useful.

LEMMA 2.4. Let r(t) be a symmetric function. Then r(t) is
periodic with period β if and only if r(t) is symmetric around β/2,
i.e., r(β/2 + ί) = r(β/2 - t) for all teR.

Proof. Suppose r(t) is a periodic symmetric function with period
β. Then

r(β/2 + ί) = r(-β/2 - t) = r(β - β/2 - ί) = r(β/2 - t) .

Conversely, let r(t) be symmetric (around t = 0) and symmetric
around β/2. Then

r(β + ί) = r(/3/2 + (/3/2 + ί)) = r(β/2 - (β/2 + t)) = r(-t) = r(t) . Q

We have already encountered periodic OS-positive functions with
period β, namely the periodic functions with period β defined by
ra(t) = e~ta + e-

{β~t)a for t e [0, β], with a > 0. The positive defini-
teness follows from

where cn(a) = [(aβ)2 + (2πnfY1[2βa(l - e^α)] ^ 0, and Σ%ezCw(α) =
1 + e-^ < oo (Hoegh-Krohn [3]). The OS-positivity follows from
the fact that e~bt is easily seen to be OS-positive for any real 6.
Up to multiplication by a constant, these are the covariance func-
tions of periodic Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes. Other examples are
the trivial covariance functions, i.e., r(t) constant. Clearly positive
linear combinations of those give additional periodic OS-positive
covariance functions. Remarkably, these are all.

THEOREM 2.5. Let r(t) be a real-valued function of a real vari-
able. The following are equivalent:

( i ) r(t) is a periodic OS-positive covariance function with
period β.

(ii) r(t) is a periodic OS-positive symmetric function with
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period β.

(iii) r(t) is periodic with period β and there exists a finite
measure v+ on [0, <χ>) such that

r(ί) = [°(e-ta + e-^-t)a)dv+(a) for all t e [0, β] .
Jo

(iv) r{t) is periodic with period β and there exists a measure

μ+ on [0, oo) with I e(β/2)adμ+(a) < oo such that
Jo

r(t) = ί°°cosh[(/3/2 - t)a]dμ+(a) for all t e [0, β] .
Jo

Furthermore, v+ and μ+ are unique.

Proof Let us first notice that (i) => (ii) by Remark 2.3 and
that (iii) => (iv) as e~at + e~iβ-t)a = 2e~('s/2)αcosh[(/3/2 - t)ά\. It is also
clear that (iii) *=* (i) as e~at + e~iβ~t)a is a periodic OS-positive covari-
ance function with period β for all a ^ 0. Thus we must only
prove that (ii) *=> (iii). So let r(ί) be a periodic OS-positive sym-
metric function with period β. In particular r(ί) is a continuous
function on [0, β] satisfying condition (iii) of Proposition 2.1. It
follows by a Theorem in Krein [10, p. 141] that there exists a finite

S oo

e~βadv(a) < + oo such that
- o o

r(t) = ί β-ίodv(α) for all t e [0, β] .
J-oo

Such a measure v is unique due to the uniqueness of the Fourier
transform of a finite measure on R and to an analytic continuation
argument. By Lemma 2.4 r{t) is symmetric around β/2. It follows
that for all t e [0, β/2] r(β/2 + ί) = r(β/2 - *) and thus

= (°° e~tae(β/2)adv(-a)
J-oo

for all t 6 [0, β/2]. By the same argument used to prove the uni-
queness of v it now follows that e~m)adv(a) = em)adv(~-a) and thus
that dv(—a) = e~βadv(a). Hence there exists a unique finite measure
v+ with support on [0, oo) such that

dv{ά) = dv+(a) + eβadv+(-a) .

Therefore

r(ί) = ί°V ί α + e~{β-t)a)dv+{a) for all t e [0, β]
Jo
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for a unique measure v+ on [0, oo]. Q

Combining Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.5 we get:

COROLLARY 2.6. Let X(t) be a Gaussian process indexed by the
real line. Then X(t) is a periodic Gaussian OS-positive process
with period β if and only if there exists a finite measure v+ on
[0, oo) such that

E(X(t)X(s)) = ί V Γ β + e-{^τ)a)dv+(a)
Jo

for all t, seR with τ e [0, β], τ = t — s modβ.

3* Periodic Gaussian OS-positive processes indexed by VxR*
Let us now consider a stochastic process Φ(v, t) indexed by VxR,
where V is a real vector space, which is linear (i.e., Φ(vf t) is linear
in v for each teR). Such a process will be said to be periodic
with period β(β > 0) if Φ(v, t + β) = Φ{v, t) for all veR. In this
case Φ(y, t) can be considered to be a stochastic process indexed by
VxSβ.

We will call the stochastic process Φ(v, t) stationary if the pro-
cesses Φ(v, t) and Φ{v, t + s) are equivalent for all seR; Φ(v, t) will
be said to be symmetric if the processes Φ(v, t) and Φ(v, —t) are
equivalent. If Φ(y, t) is a periodic stochastic process with period β,
stationary and symmetry correspond to translation and reflection on
the circle Sβ, respectively.

A periodic stochastic process Φ(v, t) with period β is said to be
OS-positive on Sβ if

E(F(Φ(vlf - U , Φ(vn, -tΛ))F(Φ(vlf <0, , Φ(vnf O)) ^ 0

whenever tl9 , tne [0, β/2], v1'"9vneV, and F is a bounded meas-
urable function on Rn (for any n = 1, •)•

Let us now consider a Gaussian linear stochastic procss index-
ed by Vx R, periodic with period β, stationary, continuous in
quadratic mean (i.e., for each veV the process Φ(v, t) indexed by
the real line is continuous in quadratic mean), and OS-positive on
Sβ. Such a process will be called a periodic Gaussian OS-positive
process with period β.

A Gaussian process is determined by its covariance and mean.
Without loss of generality we may assume the mean to be zero. If
the process is stationary we can assume, also without loss of gene-
rality, that E(Φ(v, 0)2) Φ 0 for all veV (i.e., Φ(v, 0) is not the zero
random variable; by stationarity neither are Φ(v,t) for any teR).
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Thus V can be given the inner product (y, w) = E(Φ(v, ϋ)Φ(w, 0))
and the map v H* Φ(V, 0) extends to the completion V of V under
this inner product. It follows that we could assume without loss of
generality that Fis a real Hubert space with (v, w) =E(Φ(v, ϋ)Φ(w, 0)).
For reasons that will be clear later we will only assume that V is
a real Hubert space with inner product < , •> and that there exists
a finite constant C such that E(Φ(v, 0)2) ^ C|M|2 for all veV. We
will denote by Vc the complex Hubert space that is the complexi-
fication of V and we will extend by linearity the process Φ(v, t) to
a complex process indexed by VcxR, which we will also denote by
Φ(v,t). By £f(Vc)fC2f(V) we will denote the Banach spaces of
bounded linear operators on Vc, V, respectively.

Let Φ(v, t) be a stationary Gaussian linear stochastic process.
As

\E(Φ(v, 0)Φ(w, t))\ ^ EQΦ(v, 0)\ψ2E(\Φ(w, t)\ψ2

= E(\Φ(v, 0)\ψ2E(\Φ(w, 0)|2)1/2 ^ CI!v\\ \\w|j

for v, weVc, te R, we can define an operator-valued function
r: R -> £f(Vc) by (y, r(t)w) = E(Wy~0)Φ(w, ί)) for all v, w e Vΰ, t e R.
For each teR r(ί) is a well defined bounded linear operator on Vc

with ||r(t)|| ^ C, leaving V invariant. We will call r(t) the (operator-
valued) covariance function of the process Φ(vf ί).

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let Φ(v, t) be a periodic Gaussian OS-positive
process with period β indexed by VxR, and let r(t) be its (operator-
valued) covariance function. Then

( i ) r(t) leaves V invariant, is weakly continuous, and periodic
with period β.

(ii) r(t) is an operator-valued positive definite function, i.e.,

Σ (Vi9

 r(tj — *<)^i> ^ 0 f°r all vu '' , ^ » 6 Vc , tlf - - ,tneR .

(iii) r(ί) is OS-positive on Sβ, i.e.,

Σ <v*, r(i€ + £>;> ^ 0 /or α î vlf •• , i ; . 6 7 e , ί 1 , ' ,<,e [0, /3/2] .

Conversely, if r: R —>£?(VC) satisfies (i), (ii) αwώ (iii) ί/̂ ê  iί is
the covariance function of a periodic Gaussian OS-positive process
with period β indexed by VxR.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 2.1. Just notice
that
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Σ <vt, r(ί, + ί>,> = E (\± Φ(vu -14)~] ΓΣ Φ(vJt ί,)~|) . •

A function r: U—>Sf{Vc) satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii) will be call-
ed a periodic OS-positive covariance function with period β. In
view of (i) we can also consider r as a function r: R-*J2f(V) whose
extension to Vc satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii).

REMARK 3.2. Remarks 2.2 and 2.3 apply to operator-valued
covariance functions with the obvious modifications. In particular
r(ί) is symmetric (i.e., r(t) = r(—t) for all teR), and a bounded non-
negative self-adjoint operator leaving V invariant for all teR. It
will follow from the next theorem that (i), (iii), and symmetry
imply (ii).

We will now obtain a representation for periodic OS-positive
operator-valued covariance functions which extends the representa-
tion obtained in Theorem 2.5 for real-valued covariance functions.
For that we need operator-valued measures. An operator-valued
measure on an interval laR with values in J3f(V) (or equivalently,
with values on J2f(Vc) leaving V invariant) is an additive map Γ
from the Borel sets in I to the bounded nonnegative self-adjoint
operators on Vc leading V invariant, such that if {An} in an in-
creasing sequence of Borel subsets of I and A — \Jζ=1 An, then
Γ(An) —> Γ{A) weakly as n —> °o. Given such an £f{ F)-valued meas-
ure Γ and v e Vc, vυ(A) = (v, Γ(A)v) for A SL Borel subset of I gives
a finite measure on I, and by polarization vViW(A) = (y, Γ(A)w) gives
a complex measure v9tW on I for all v, we Vc. Moreover the map
(v9w)\-*vVtV is sesquilinear. If / is a bounded measurable function

or /, by T = \ f(a)dΓ(a) (weakly) we mean that (v, Tw) =

S JI
f(a)dvv w(a) for all v,weVc. To show that T is well defined let

us first assume that / is nonnegative. Then (v, w) H> I f{a)dvVtW{a)
is a positive semi-definite sesquilinear form on Ve, so by the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality

^\\f\\4Γ(I)\\\\v\\\\w\\.

It follows that I f(a)dΓ(a) is a well defined bounded operator on Vc

leaving V invariant. For an arbitrary bounded measurable function

/ or I, i f(a)dΓ(a) is defined by writing / as a linear combination

of four bounded nonnegative measurable functions. For unbounded
measurable functions / the same analysis applies as long as one has a
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bound of the form I \f(a)\dvv(a) tί D \\v\\2 for all v e V for some finite
constant D. We will denote by L2(I, Vc; dΓ) the complex Hubert
space which is the completion of the space of bounded measurable
functions F: I —> Ve with finite-dimensional range and inner product

(F, G) = \(F(a),dΓ(a)G(a)>, i.e., if F(α) = Σ? β l Λ(Φo(ϊ(α) = Σ? s i f t(Φi,
where fiy gu ί = 1, •••, n, are bounded measurable functions on I,
vlf - ", vneVe (any F, G with finite-dimensional range can be written
in this form), then

(F, G) = Σ_i \ifi{a)gj(a)dvVί,vj{a) .

The positive semi-definiteness is proven by an approximation argu-
ment using characteristic functions. By L\I, V; dΓ) we denote the
real Hubert space of F-valued functions in L\I, Vc\ dΓ).

THEOREM 3.3. A function r:R-*J*f(Ve) is a periodic OS-posi-
tive covariance function with period β if and only if r(t) is perio-
dic with period β and there exists an operator-valued measure Γ+
on [0, oo) with values in £f(V) such that

r(t) = f °V~ία + e~{β-t)a)dΓ+(a) (weakly) for all t e [0, β] .
Jo

Moreover such Γ+ is unique.

Proof. Let us first prove that if Γ+ is an operator-valued
measure or [0, ^) with values in Jzf{V) and if r: Rv^Sf(V^) is a
periodic function with period β defined by r(t) = \ (e~ta + e~{β~t)a)dΓ+(a)

Jo

(weakly) for t e [0, /3), then r(t) is a periodic OS-positive covariance
function. Condition (i) is immediate, we must only prove (ii) and
(iii). Those will follow from the fact that e~ta + e-{β-t]a is a real-
valued OS-positive covariance function for a Ξ> 0. We will show
first that r(t) is OS-positive on Sβ. So let vu , vn e V, tl9 - , tn e
[0, β/2]. Then

Σ (vu r(ft + tjϊVj) = Σ

n n

i,3'=l 1,3=1

/ n n \ / n n

— l2-ι e î> 2-i eJ J Vj j -f- I 2 J β ^ 1 , 2 ^ ^ J ĵv = u

Here ( , •) is the inner product in L2([0, °°), VCf dΓ+), and vVfW( )
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To prove that r(ί) is positive definite, let us recall that

e-ta + e-iβ-t)a = £ c%(ayu t/β for a U t g [0 £ |

where

* (α) = [(α/?)2 + (2ττ^)2]-1[2/3α(l - «-'•)] ̂  0 ,

so

Σ en(a) = 1 + e~βa < + o° (Hoegh-Krohn [3]) ,
neZ

and the right-hand side (for all t e R) defines a periodic function
with period β on R. Thus for all teR

r(t) = Γ(Σ cn(a
JO weZ

The interchange of summation and integration can be justified by
looking at (y, r(t)v) and using Fubini's theorem. Hence, if vί9 ,

( Γ Λ 0= Σ (Σ ̂ \ Γ
ίse^ \i=i Jo

as cn(a) ̂  0 for all neZ, αe[0, oo). Thus Γ(<r ί α + e-(^-ί)α)ίίΓ+(α) is
Jo

a periodic OS-positive covariance function with period β.
Now let r:R-^^f(Vc) be a periodic OS-positive covariance

function with period β. For each veVc (v, r{t)v) is a real-valued
periodic OS-positive function with period /3, so by Theorem 2.5
there exists a unique finite measure vv on [0, oo) such that (y,
r(t)v) = Γ(β-ία + e-(^-ί)α)cί^(α) for all £e[0, β]. It follows by polar-

Jo
ization that for every v,weVe there exists a complex measure vVtW

S oo

(e~ία +
0

e~iβ~~t)a)dvVtV,(a)f and moreover (v, w) \-+ vVtW is a sesquilinear map on
Vc. Thus if A is a Borel subset of [0, oo) then (v9 w)h->vVfW(A) is a
positive semi-definite sesquilinear form on Vc, real-valued on V.
Hence by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality

G oo \l/2 /foo \l/2

odvM) (jo*>.(α))
= (v, rφ)vy\w, r(0)w)m ^ ||r(0)|| | |t;| | \\w\\ ^ C\\v\\ \\w\\

for all v,weVc.
Thus there exists a unique bounded nonnegative self-adjoint operator
Γ+(A) on F c leaving F invariant such that vυ>w(A) = <v,
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for all v,weVc. The map A h-> Γ+(A) is clearly an operator-valued
measure on [0, ©o) with values in £f(V). Moreover, for all v, w e Vc

(v,

for <e[0, £]. Therefore r(ί) = Γ(<r ί α + e-('-*)β)eZΓ+(α) (weakly) for

all t6 [0, β].
The uniqueness of Γ+ follows from the uniqueness of vv for each

v e Ve. Π

REMARK 3.4. Equivalently, a periodic OS-positive covariance

S oo

e~~tadΓ(a) for £ e
- 0 0

[0, β] for an operator-valued measure Γ on R with values in JZf(V)
such that d/Xα) = dΓ+(a) + eβadΓ+(—a), where Γ+ is an operator-
valued measure with support on [0, ©o) and values in

REMARK 3.5. Let Φβo(v, t) be a periodic Gaussian OS-positive
process with period /30 indexed by VoxR, where Vo is a real vector
space. It follows from Theorem 3.3 and its proof (see also Theorem
3.8) that there exists a unique inner product ( , •) on 70 and an
unique operator-valued measure Γ+ on [0, °°) with values in £f(V),
where V is the completion of Vo in the inner product (•,•)» such

S oo

(v, dΓ+(a)w) for all v, w e V, and if rβ(t) is the co-
0

variance function of the periodic Gaussian OS-positive process Φβo(v, t)
(defined with respect to the inner product ( , )) then

rh(t) = [°(e-ta + e-{t»-t)a)dΓ+(a) for t e [0, β] .
Jo

Moreover, if we define the periodic function with period β rβ:R-+

-Sf(V) by rβ(t) = [°(e-ta + e-{β~t)a)dΓ+(a) for ί e[0, β], then rβ(t) is a
Jo

periodic OS-positive covariance function with period β for any
β > 0 .

Thus, starting from a given periodic Gaussian OS-positive pro-
cess Φ/to(v91) with period β0, indexed by Vo x R, we can construct a
periodic Gaussian OS-positive process Φβ(v, t) indexed by VoxR with
period β for any β > 0. Knowledge of one of the Φβ(v, t) is equi-
valent to knowledge of all.

REMARK 3.6. As β -» °°, rβ(t) —> roβ(ί) weakly for all teR, where

Too(t) = ί%-ι*' dΓ+(α) + Γ+({0})
Jo

is a (nonperiodic) OS-positive covariance function from which we
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can construct a (nonperiodic) Gaussian OS-positive process Φ^v, t)
(Klein [8]). In case Γ+({0}) Φ 0 this process is different from the
(nonperiodic) Gaussian OS-positive process naturally associated with

Γ+9 namely the one with covariance function r{t) = \ e~ιtladΓ+(a)
Jo

(see Klein [8, Remark 2.7]). Of course r«>(ί) can be rewritten as

rcαCί) - (V'* | βdΓ'+(α), where Γ'+ = Γ+ on (0, oo) and Γ'+({0}) = 2Γ+({0}),
Jo

and vice-versa (see also Theorems 5.1 and 5.2).

REMARK 3.7. One can also obtain periodic Gaussian OS-positive
process with any period β > 0 from ΦβQ(v, t) by scaling. These pro-
cesses are different from the ones we discussed in Remark 3.5 and
are not very interesting. The scaled covariance functions are rβ(t) =
rβX(β0/β)t)f and thus

r,(ί) = ί V
Jo

+

S
(X + e~β°a)dΓ+(a)

0

(weakly), which is a trivial covariance function.
Theorem 3.3 can be reformulated in terms of a semigroup in a

bigger Hubert space, on the lines of Theorem 2.3 in Klein [8].
THEOREM 3.8. Let V be a real Hilbert space. Then r: R->

£f(V) is a periodic Gaussian OS-positive covariance function with
period β if and only if r{t) is periodic with period β and there
exists a real Hilbert space W, a nonnegative self-adjoint operator
H on W, and a continuous linear map j : V —> W such that

r{t) = j*(e-tH + e-^~t)H)j for t e [0, β] .

Moreover, W, H, and j are uniquely determined {up to isomor-
phisms) by the requirement that the linear span of {e~tHjv 11 ̂  0,
v e V} be dense in W.

Proof. Let r(t) be a periodic Gaussian OS-positive covariance
function with period β. By Theorem 3.3 there exists an operator-
valued measure Γ+ on [0, oo) with values in £f(V) such that r(t) —
[°(e-ta + e~^-t)a)dΓ+(a) for t e [0, β]. So let W = L2([0, oo), V; dΓ+)
Jo

and j : V-+W be given by (jv)(a) = v for all αe[0, oo). Then j is
a continuous linear map, as

jv, jv) - ί < > , dΓ+(a)v) ^
Jo

= {v, r(0)v> ^ \\r(0)\\(v, v) so \\j\\ £ \\r(0)\\m
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We now define H as the negative of the infinitesimal generator of
the strongly continuous self-ad joint semigroup P(t) on W given by
(P(t)F)(ά) = e~taF(a) for all FeW and t ^ 0. H is thus a non-
negative self-adjoint operator on W with P(t) — e~tH. Moreover,

(v, r(t)w) = [ V ί α + β-('-*)β)<i;, dΓ+(a)w)
Jo

= CM te""'* + e-lβ~t)H)jw) for all v , ί ϋ e F , ί e [ 0 , β] ,

and hence r(ί) = 3*{e~tH + e-{β-t)H)j for all ί 6 [0, /3]. I t is also true
that the linear span of {e~tajv\t ^ 0, v e V) is dense in L2([0, /3), V;
dΓ+).

Conversely, let W be a real Hubert space, j : V -^> W a continu-
ous linear map, and H a nonnegative self-adjoint operator on W,
and let us define r:R-+J*?(V) as the periodic function with period
β such that r(ί) = ;/*(e-ίi? + e~{β-t)H)j for ί 6 [0, £]. We let J& be the

S oo

e-tαdE(α) for all t ^ 0. In par-
0

ticular E' is an operator-valued measure on [0, °o) with values in
£?(W); we let Γ+( ) = 3*E(')j Then Γ+ is an operator-valued
measure on [0, °°) with values in J*f(V) and

β-<α + e~{β-t)α)dΓ+(α) for ί e [0, /9] .

It follows from Theorem 3.3 that r(t) is a periodic OS-positive co-
variance function with period β.

The uniqueness of W, H, and j with the requirement of the
linear span of {e~tHjv\t ^> 0, v e V} being dense in W follows from

(e-tHjv, e~sHjw) = [" e-{t+')αUv, dE(α)jw)
Jo

Jo= t V ( * + ) β < v , dΓ+(α)w) f o r a l l 89t^0fv,weV,
Jo

and from the uniqueness of Γ+ given by Theorem 3.3. •

REMARK 3.9. The analysis in Remarks 3.5 and 3.6 can be re-
formulated in terms of Theorem 3.8 which gives a prescription for
constructing periodic Gaussian OS-positive processes Φβ(v, t) indexed
by VoxR ( F O a real vector space) for any period β > 0. First, one
furnishes VQ with an inner product and completes Vo into a real
Hubert space V. Second, one picks a real Hubert space W having
F a s a subspace. Third, one chooses a nonnegative self-adjoint
operator H on W. Then the periodic function rβ: R -± £f{V) with
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period β given by rβ(t) = q{ertπ + e~{β~t)H)q* for t e [0, β], where q
is the orthogonal projection of W onto F, is a periodic OS-positive
covariance function with period β for any β > 0. All periodic Gaus-
sian OS-positive processes are obtained in this way. Moreover

TΰO(t) = q(e-]t]H + #({0}))?* for all teR. The natural (nonperiodic)
OS-positive function associated with W and H would be r(t) =

qe-\t\Hq* (Klein [8, Theorem 2.3]). If H does not have zero as an
eigenvalue we have Too(t) = r(ί) (see also Theorems 5.1 and 5.2).

REMARK 3.10. We may, without loss of generality, suppose that
H does not have zero as an eigenvalue, since if it does, the pro-
cess may be decomposed into stationary periodic Gaussian OS-posi-
tive processes with nonzero mean and such that H does not have
zero as an eigenvalue. Let X(t) be a Gaussian process indexed by
jβ with mean m and covariance C(tlf t2). The characteristic function
is

where X(f) = \dtf(t)X(t). Now consider the process X(t) with cha-

racteristic function

E(eiZif)) - J - M ° ° dme-{im)m2Em(eiXif)) .

That is, we have decomposed the expectation E as an integral over
the expectations Em. Then X(t) is a Gaussian process with mean
zero and covariance C(tlf t2) — C(tlf t2) + b. If now X(t) is a station-

S oo

(e~ta + e-{β-t)a)dv+(a)
0

for t € [0, β], we write

r(ί) = 6 + f (ί) , where b = 2P + (0) ,

r(t) = (°°(e-tα + e-(/J-t)α)dz;+(α) for t 6 [0, /3] ,
Joand v+ •= (6/2)5(0) + 9+ (0+ has no support at α = 0). The previous

discussion shows that the process can be decomposed into processes
with mean m and covariance r(t).

A similar discussion can be given for the Gaussian process Φ(v, t)
indexed by VxR. For example, if ll9 -- ZW are linear functionals
on Vf and Φ(v, t) denotes the Gaussian process with mean

Em(Φ(vf t)) = Σ ™>ih(v) , Ήk = K , m j

and covariance operator C, then
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is the expectation of the Gaussian process Φ(v, t) with mean zero
and covariance operator

C = C + ± lfld .

In this way if Γ(0) has finite range the process can be decomposed
into processes such that Γ(0) = 0. In general, Γ(0) can be approxi-
mated by operators with finite range, and this shows that the
general process is in the closed convex hull of processes with
Γ(0) = 0.

REMARK 3.11. In the nonperiodic (β = <χ>) case (see §5) the de-
composition in Remark 3.10 is the ergodic decomposition of the
given process into extremal stationary processes. To see this, note
that if τ% denotes translation by x, (τxX)(t) — X(t + x), then

E(eiX{f)τ eiX{9)) = E(eiX{f+Tχ9)) = eim^dt{f+9)e~1/2E{X{f+τχ9)2)

— E(eiX{f))E(eίX{9))e~E{X{f)X(τχ9))

Thus if v+(0) - 0, E(X(f)X(τxg)) — > 0 and so
\χ\—»oo

E(eiXif)τxe
iX{g)) E(e

\X\—>oo

This asymptotic independence property (clustering) implies that the
σ-algebra of translation invariant functions is trivial and thus the
process is ergodic. A similar discussion holds for processes Φ(v91)
indexed by VxR.

4* The two-sided Markov property on the circle* For per-
iodic processes the usual Markov property does not make sense as
the "future" winds back into the "past". The appropriate condition
is the two-sided Markov property on the circle. This can be for-
mulated as follows. A periodic linear stochastic process Φ(v, t) with
period β can be considered as indexed by VxSβ. For IczSβ9 we
will denote by Σ i t ^ e tf-algebra generated by {Φ{v, t) \ v 6 V, t e I},
and by Ez the corresponding conditional expectation. If r, s e Sβ,
we will write [r, s] for the closed interval from r to s in the coun-
terclockwise direction. Thus [s, r] is the closure of Sβ\[r, s]. We
will say that Φ(v, t) has the two-sided Markov property on Sβ if and
only if for all r,se Sβ, Eί8trlEίrt9l = E{r>8}Eίr>8} where {r, s) = {s, r}
denotes the set consisting of the two elements r and s. Equiva-
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lently, it says that Σι>,β] and Σcr] a r e independent given Σ{r,S}
If Φ(v, t) is a periodic symmetric process with period β, then

the two-sided Markov property on Sβ implies OS-positivity on Sβ.
For let F be a bounded measurable function on Rn, and let tlf ,
ί. 6 [0, β/2], ̂ , , v, 6 F. Then F(Φ(vl9 ίθ, - , Φfo, t j), 2W*i, -*0,
•••, Φ(vH, —tj), are measurable with respect to Σro.^i, Σr-tooi, re-
spectively, and by symmetry

«0, , *(*•, O)) - E{0,β/2}(F(Φ(vlf -tO, -

hence it follows from the two-sided Markov property on Sβ that

E(F(Φ(vlf - O , ., ΦK, -tn))F(Φ(vlf ίθ, - , ΦK, O))

= E(\E{0>β/2](F(Φ(vlt tθ, , *(*., O))l2) ^ 0 .

Let us now consider Gaussian process. For such it suffices to
look at their second-order properties. So let Φ(v, t) be a periodic
Gaussian linear stochastic process with period β that we will con-
sider indexed by VxSβ. For IaSβ we will denote by στ the closed
complex Hubert space spanned by {Φ(v, t)\veV,teI) in the ZΛ-norm,
eτ will denote the orthogonal projection of σ8β onto σx. We will say
that Φ(v9 t) has the two-sided pre-Markov property on Sβ if and
only if for all r, s e Sβ, e[s,r]β[r,s] = e{rtS)e[r>s^ For Gaussian processes
the two-sided pre-Markov property is equivalent to the two-sided
Markov property (see the discussion in Klein [8, proof of Proposi-
tion 3.1]).

We now restrict our attention to periodic Gaussian OS-positive
processes. We can determine which such processes satisfy the two-
sided Markov property on the circle.

THEOREM 4.1. Let Φ(v, t) be a periodic Gaussian OS-positive
process with period β indexed by VoxR, where Vo is a real vector
space. Then Φ(v, t) has the two-sided Markov property on Sβ if
and only if Vo can be given an inner product with respect to which
the covariance function r: R-+ £f(V) of the process can be defined,
where V is the completion of VQ with this inner product, and such
that there exists a nonnegative self-adjoint operator H on V for
which r(t) = e~tH + e-

{β-t)H for t e [0, β].
In particular, given a real Hilbert space V and a nonnegative

self-adjoint operator H on V, the periodic function rβ: R—> J*?(V)
with period β defined by rβ{t) = ertH + e~{β-t)H for t e [0, /3] is the
covariance function of a periodic Gaussian OS-positive process with
period β satisfying the two-sided Markov property on Sβ for any
β>0.

REMARK 4.2. In terms of V, W, H, j as in Theorem 3.8, Theorem
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4.1 says that φ(v, t) has the two-sided Markov property on Sβ if and
only if JV = W, i.e., e~tH leaves ~jV invariant for all t :> 0.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. For a periodic Gaussian process Φ(v, t)
with period β the two-sided Markov property on Sβ is equivalent
to

ec ,r]0[r,.] = ^ίr,8^[r,s] for all r, δ 6 ^ .

As 6[βfr]e[rfβ] = β{r,s}e[r,s] <=> eίrt8leίa,rl = e{βtr)eίs,rl, it suffices to consider
r, seS^ with |r — s| ^ /3/2. If the process is stationary there is no
loss of generality in assuming that r = 0, s = T with 0 < T ^ /3/2.
It follows that for a periodic Gaussian stationary linear stochastic
process Φ(vf t) with period β, indexed by Fo x R, the two-sided
Markov property on Sβ is equivalent to E(Φ(u, s)Φ(v, t)) — E(Φ(u, s) x
[e{o,T)Φ(v, «)]) for all u, D e 7 0 ) ίe[0, Γ], se[Γ, /3].

Let us now assume that V is a real Hubert space with inner
product <•,•>, H a nonnegative self-ad joint operator on V, and let
us define the periodic function r: R-^ £f{V) with period β by
r(t) = β"tH + β-tf-«>* for ί 6[0, β]. By Theorem 3.8 r(Q is the co-
variance function of a periodic Gaussian OS-positive process Φ(v, t)
with period β, indexed by VxR. Let us show that Φ(v,t) satisfy
the two-sided Markov property on Sβ. To do so we fix 0 < T < β/2,
and define fr(x) = {eTx - e~Tx)-\erx - e~rx) for each 0 ^ r < T. Then
/r(#) is a bounded continuous function on [0, °°) vanishing at °o#

Let v e V, te [0, Γ], and ^ = fτ-t(H)v, v2 = ^(H)!;. Then for all

E(Φ(u, 8)Φ(v, t)) = <u, (

On the other hand,

E(Φ(u, 8)(Φ(vί9 0) + Φ(v2f T)))
= <μ, (e-SI1 + e-wfa

But

e-sHvx + β-(s~Γ)

and

Thus

V, ί)) = JS?(Φ(w, s)[Φ(^, 0) + Φ(v2, Γ)])

for all u 6 F, s 6 [Γ, ^ ] , which proves the two-sided Markov property
on Sβ.
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Let us now prove the converse. So let Φ(v, t) be a periodic
Gaussian OS-positive process with period β indexed by Vo x R, where
Vo is a real vector space. By Theorem 3.8 (see also Remark 3.9) Vo

can be given an inner product <•,•> in which it is completed into
a real Hubert space V, and there exists a real Hubert space W
having F a s a subspace, and a nonnegative self-adjoint operator H
on W such that for all v, ueV, t, s e [0, β],

E(Φ(u, s)Φ(v, t)) = (u, (e-it-βi* + e-{β-\t-s{)H)vy #

Moreover W can be taken as I/2([0, °°), V; dΓ+), where Γ+ is the
operator-valued measure on [0, ©o) with values \n £f(y) constructed
in Theorem 3.3 (see the proof of Theorem 3.8), so e~tH is just multi-
plication by e~ta. So let Γ be the operator-valued measure on R
with values in £f(V) given by dΓ(a) = dΓ+(a) + eβadΓ+(-ά) (see
Remark 3.4), and let W = L\B, V; dΓ) and V the subspace of con-
stant functions, i.e., V = {FeW\ there exists veV such that
F(a) = v for all aeR}. Clearly V = V as sets, and if ( , ) is the
inner product on W, (v, u) — (y, (1 + e~βH)u), where <•,•> is the
inner product on W. Let H denote the self-adjoint operator on W
which is the infinitesimal generator of the strongly continuous uni-
tary one-parameter group U(t) on Wc = L\R, Vc; dΓ) given by
(U(t)F)(a) - eίtaF(a) for FeWc, i.e., such that U(t) = eitS for all
teR {& is first defined on W but it leaves W invariant). H is not
bounded from below, but V is in the domain of e~tH for t e [0, β/2].
Moreover it is not hard to see that the linear span of {e~tHV\te
[0, β/2]} is dense in W. Furthermore, for all u, veV, s,te [0, β/2],

E(Φ{u, -8)Φ(v, t)) = (u, (e-{t+s)H + e-
{β-{t+8))H)v) = {e~sSu9 e~tSv) .

We now assume that Φ(v, t) satisfies the two-sided Markov property
on Sβ. In particular if Te[0, β/2], veV,

E(Φ(u, -8)Φ(vf T/2)) = E(Φ(u9 -s)[e{0,τ]Φ(v9 T/2)])

for all u e V, s e [0, β/2]. By an easy computation,

e{0,τ)Φ(v, Γ/2) - Φ(vlf 0) + Φ(v1} T) ,

where

Vι = (r(0) + τ{T))-W{T/2)v

and r(ί) is the covariance function of the process defined with re-
spect to the inner product <•,•> on V (notice r(0) ^ 1, r(T) ^ 0).
Thus

E(Φ(u, -s)Φ(v, Γ/2)) = E(Φ(u, -8)[Φ(vlf 0) + Φ(υu T)]) .
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Hence

for all ueV, se[0, β/2]. As the linear span of {e- sV\8 e[0, β/2]}
is dense in W> this implies that (1 + e~TH)vx = e~τ/2Hv9 and thus
(1 + e-τ*)-ιe-τ/iSv = v1eV for all v e F . So let f(x) =

(1 + e-2**)-^"^72^. Then /(#) is a bounded continuous function on R
vanishing at ©o, and strictly decreasing in [0, oo). We have proved
that f(H) leaves V invariant. Now we let E+ — X{0>oa)(H) +
(l/2)Z{oϊ(Jϊ) where XΣ is the characteristic function of the set I. As
W = L2([0, oo), V; dΓ+), W = L\R, V; dΓ) with dΓ(a) = dΓ+(a) +
eβadΓ+(—a), and V, V axe the constant functions in W, W, respec-
tively, it follows that E+W = TF, E+V = F, JE7+JΪ = iJjSV, and thus
E+f(H) = f(H)E+. As E+V = V and / ( # ) leaves F invariant, we
conclude that f(H) leaves F invariant. But as fix) is a bounded
continuous function on [0, oo), strictly decreasing and vanishing at
oo, it generates a dense sub-algebra of C0([0, oo)) by the Stone-
Weierstrass theorem. As a consequence e~tH leaves F invariant for
all ί ^ 0 and thus F = W. •

REMARK 4.3. The proof of Theorem 4.1 shows that the two-
sided Markov property for periodic Gaussian OS-positive processes
is equivalent to a much weaker property, namely that there exists
a T 6 (0, /S/2] for which

COROLLARY 4.4. The only periodic Gaussian OS-positive pro-
cesses indexed by the real line satisfying the two-sided Markov pro-
perty on the circle are the periodic Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes
(up to multiplication by a constant), i.e., the ones with covariance
function of the form r(t) — C(e~ta + e~{β~t)a) for t e [0, β], where
a ^ 0, C> 0.

Proof. If r(t) is the covariance function of a periodic Gaussian
OS-positive process indexed by the real line with period β, then by
Theorem 2.5 there exists a finite measure v+ on [0, oo) such that

r(t) = ί°° (e~ta + e-{β~t)a)dv+(a) for t e [0, β]. In the notation of

Theorem 3.8, F = R, W = L2([0, oo)9dv+), jb is the constant func-
tion b for all beR, and H is multiplication by α. By Theorem 4.1
(see also Remark 4.2) the process satisfies the two-sided Markov
property on Sβ if and only if F = W, i.e., if and only if L2([0, oo),
dι>+) is one-dimensional, and thus if and only if v+(a) = Cδ(a — aQ)
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for some C > 0, a0 Ξ> 0, where δ(a) is the δ-function, (i.e., the pro-
bability measure that gives measure one to the set {0}). This pro-
ves the corollary. •

The analogous result is true for generalized free Euclidean
fields.

COROLLARY 4.5. The only periodic generalized free Euclidean
fields which satisfy the two-sided Markov property on the circle are
the periodic free Euclidean fields (up to multiplication by a con-
stant).

Proof. As in the proof of Corollary 4.4, all we have to do is
to identify F, W, and H of Theorem 3.8. The periodic generalized
free Euclidean field with period β is the periodic Gaussian linear
stochastic process Φ(/, t) indexed by S^r(Rd) x R with covariance

E(Φ(f, t)Φ(g, s)) = [~dp{m*)(f,
Jo

x[exp(-|* ~ s\V-Δ + m2) + exp(-(/3 - \t - s | ) τ / - J + m2)]g) ,

for /, geS^(Rd), t, se[0, β], where p is a measure on [0, oo) with
m^dpim2) < oo (and I Inm^dpim2) < oo if d — 2, I m^dpim2) < oo

if d — 1), and ( , ) is the L2-inner product. Thus V is the comple-

tion of S^r(Rd) in the inner product

</, g) - S^(m2)(/, [2V-Δ + m2(l -
JO

is the completion of <9ζ.(Rdx[0, oo)) in the inner product

(F, G) = Γ d ^ m 2 ) ^ - , m2), [2 i/-J + m2

Jo

^ + m2))]-1^-, m2)) ,

i.e., (β-ί7/F)(α;, m2) = /

and (jf)(x,m2) = /(α?) for fe^r(Rd) so we can identify F and j 'F.
By Remark 4.2 the process has the two-sided Markov property on
£>£ if and only if e'tHV<zV for all t ^ 0, hence if and only if ^(m2)
Cδ(m2 — m2) for some ml ^ 0, C > 0, i.e., if and only if the process
is a multiple of the periodic free Euclidean field with period β. •

In general, given two linear stochastic processes Φ(v, t) and
Ψ{w,t) indexed by VxR and WxR, respectively, where V and W
are real vector spaces, we will say that Φ is a restriction of Ψ, or
that Ψ is an extension of Φ, if F can be identified with a subspace
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of W and under this identification Φ(v, t) and Ψ(v, t) are equivalent
processes indexed by VxR. Restrictions of OS-positive processes
are always OS-positive, but restrictions of two-sided Markov pro-
cesses are not necessarily two-sided Markov, they are only OS-posi-
tive. In the Gaussian case this is the general situation, i.e., perio-
dic Gaussian OS-positive processes are restrictions of periodic Gaus-
sian two-sided Markov processes (by a periodic Gaussian two-sided
Markov process we mean a periodic stationary stochastic linear pro-
cess, continuous in quadratic mean, satisfying the two-sided Markov
property on the circle; in other words, a periodic Gaussian OS-posi-
tive process satisfying the two-sided Markov property on the circle).

THEOREM 4.6. Every periodic Gaussian OS-positive process has
a periodic Gaussian two-sided Markov extension. Moreover there
exists a minimal such extension.

Proof. Let Φ(v, t) be a periodic Gaussian OS-positive process
indexed by VxR with period β, and let W and H be as in Theorem
3.8 (we identify V and jV). Then the periodic Gaussian process
Ψ(w, t) with period β indexed by WxR having covariance function
e~tH + e~{β~t)H for t e [0, β] is an extension of Φ(v, t) satisfying the
two-sided Markov property on Sβ by Theorem 4.1. Moreover Ψ(w, t)
is the minimal periodic Gaussian two-sided Markov extension, for
suppose Ψ'(w\ t) is another such extension indexed by Wό x R where
Wό is a real vector space. Then by Theorem 4.1 there exists an
inner product <•,•> on Wό and a nonnegative self-ad joint operator
Hf on the real Hubert space W which is the completion of Wό, such
that for w'lf w'2 e W, te [0, β],

E(Ψ\w[9 0 ) r « t)) = « {e-nv + e-{β-t)in)w& .

In particular, as Ψ'(w', t) is an extension of Φ(v, t), if vl9 v2 e V, and
r(t) is the co variance function of Φ(v, f), we have (vl9 r(t)v2) —
(vlf (e-tH' + e~{β-t)H')v2) for t e[0, β]. So let W" be the closed linear
span of {e~tH'V\t ^ 0}, and H" the restriction of H' to W". It fol-
lows from the uniqueness in Theorem 3.8 that W"9 H" can be
identified with W H and thus Ψ'(w\ t) is an extension of Ψ(wf t). •

5* The two-sided Markov property for nonperiodic pro-
cesses* Let Φ(vft) be a linear stochastic process indexed by VxR,
where V is a real vector space. If IaR we will denote by Σz the
σ-algebra generated by {Φ(v, t)\veV,teI), and by Ex the correspond-
ing conditional expectation. We say that Φ(vf t) has the Markov
property if and only if Eu^E^oo,^ = E{t}E{-oo,t] for all teR; and
that Φ(v, t) has the two-sided Markov property if and only if
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#<-~,β]u[«,«)J5ΐ.,t] = E{Stt]EU)ύ for all s, teR,s^t.

The Markov property implies the two-sided Markov property.
This follows from the fact that the Markov property requires that
Eί8ttlE{-oo,ai = E{8)E{-oo,si and Eu^Eu^ = E{t}Eίt,oo) for all s,teR, and
that the two-sided Markov property is equivalent to JE

r

[8>ί]jB
r

(_oo,β]U[ί,oo) =
£?{8>t}jB(_oo,s]u[ί oo) for all s,teR, s <; <• The converse is however not
true. In general the two-sided Markov property does not imply the
Markov property. We will prove, though, that for (nonperiodic)
Gaussian OS-positive processes the two-sided Markov property and
the Markov property are equivalent.

By a (nonperiodic) Gaussian OS-positive process we will mean
a Gaussian linear stochastic process indexed by VxR, where V is
a real vector space, which is stationary, continuous is quadratic
mean, and satisfies Osterwalder-Schrader positivity (see Klein [8]).
Such a process is automatically symmetric. Gaussian OS-positive
processes were studied by Klein [8]. The results we will need are
listed in the next theorem.

THEOREM 5.1. (Klein [8]). Let Φ(v, t) be a Gaussian OS-posi-
tive process indexed by VQxR, where Vo is a real vector space.
Then there exists a real Hilbert space Wo such that Vo can be
identified with a subspace of Wo, and a nonnegative self-adjoint
operator Ho on Wo such that for all u, v e Vo, t, seR,

(*) E(Φ(u, s)Φ(v, t)) = (u, e-]t~s^v) .

Conversely, given such a Wo and Ho, there exists a Gaussian OS-
positive process Φ(v,t) indexed by VoxR such that (*) holds. More-
over, Wo and Ho are unique (up to isomorphisms) if we require
that the linear span of {e~tH°V0\t ̂ > 0} be dense in Wo.

Furthermore, Φ(v, t) is a Markov process if and only if Vo is
dense in WQ.

COROLLARY 5.2. Let Φ(v, t) be a Gaussian OS-positive process
indexed by VoxR, where Vo is a real vector space. Then there ex-
ists a real Hilbert space W such that Vo can be identified with a
subspace of W, and a nonnegative self-adjoint operator H on W
with spectral projection E, such that for all u, v e Vo, t, seR,

(**) E(Φ(u, s)Φ(v, t)) - (u, (e-i'- ι* + E({0}))v) .

Conversely, given such a W and H, there exists a Gaussian OS-
positive process Φ(v, t) indexed by VoxR such that (**) holds. More-
over W and H are unique if we require that the linear span of
{e~tHV0\t ^ 0} be dense in W.
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Proof. Due to Theorem 5.1, it suffices to show that given a
real vector space Vo, then if Wo is a real Hubert space having VQ

as a subspace, and Ho is a nonnegative self-adjoint operator on WQf

then there exists a real Hubert space W with Vo a subspace of W,
and a nonnegative self-adjoint operator H on W with spectral pro-
tection E, such that for all u, v e Vo, and t ;> 0,

where < , >0, <•>•> a r e t ^ e inner products in Wo, W, respectively;
and vice-versa.

To do so let Eo be the spectral projection of Ho, and introduce
a new inner product <•,•> on Wo by

(wlf w2) = (l/2)<wlf £Ό({0})w2>0 + <wlf (1 -

for all wlf w2 e Wo. The new inner product is equivalent to the
original one and thus Wo with the new inner product form a real
Hubert space W with F o c W. Let J: Wo-+ W be defined by Jw = w
for all w e Wo. Then J is a real vector space isomorphism, bounded
with bounded inverse, and JV0 = Vo. Let ΐ ί = JH0J-\ Then i ϊ is a
nonnegative self-adjoint operator on W such that if E is its spectral
projection, E({0}) = JEΌίίO})J"1, and for all ufveV1 and £ ̂  0

<u, (e~tH + S({0}))^> = <u, J(e-tH* + E0({0})) J~'v) = (u, e~tH«v)Q .

The converse is proved in a similar way. •

We now give a characterization of Gaussian OS-positive pro-
cesses satisfying the two-sided Markov property.

THEOREM 5.3. Let Φ(v, t) be a Gaussian OS-positive process in-
dexed by Vo x R, where Vo is a real vector space, and let W, H, E
be as in Corollary 5.2. Then Φ(v, t) has the two-sided Markov pro-
perty if and only if Vo is dense in W.

Proof. The proof of Theorem 4.1 applies with the obvious
modifications. The fact that if Fo is dense in W then Φ(v, t) satis-
fies the two-sided Markov property also follows from the fact that
if Vo is dense in W then Vo is dense in Wo (of Theorem 5.1) by the
construction in the proof of Corollary 5.2, and thus by Theorem 5.1
Φ(v, t) satisfies the Markov property, which implies the two-sided
Markov property. •

COROLLARY 5.4. Let Φ(v, t) be a Gaussian OS-positive process
indexed by VoxR, where Vo is a real vector space. Then Φ{v,t)
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has the Markov property if and only if it has the two-sided Mar-
kov property.

Proof. It follows easily from Theorem 5.1, Corollary 5.2 (and
its proof), and Theorem 5.3. •

We can now relate the two-sided Markov property on the circle
for periodic Gaussian OS-positive processes to the Markov property
for the (nonperiodic) Gaussian OS-positive process obtained by lett-
ing the period β go to oo (see Remark 3.6). More precisely, we
have:

THEOREM 5.5. Let Φβo{v, t) the periodic Gaussian OS-positive
process with period β0 indexed by VoxR, where VQ is a real vector
space, and for each β > 0 let Φβ{v, t) be the periodic OS-positive
process with period β indexed by VoxR constructed from Φβ{v, t) in
Remark 3.5, and let Φ^v, t) be the {nonperiodic) Gaussian OS-posi-
tive process obtained by letting /3—»°o {Remark 3.6). Then the fol-
lowing are equivalent:

( i ) ΦβQ{v, t) has the two-sided Markov property on Sβ(i.
(ii) Φβ{v9t) has the two-sided Markov property on Sβ for all

β>0.
(iii) Φoo{v, t) has the Markov property.

Proof. It follows from Theorems 4.1, 5.3, and Corollary 5.4. •
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